Diversity of Life
Grades 5 - 7
Explore the diversity of life in nature and relationships
within the natural world
Background Information
Why do scientists classify living things? Scientists estimate there are
anywhere between 5.3 million and 1 trillion species on Earth. With that
many species, we need a way to keep track!
Taxonomy, the science of naming, defining, and classifying organisms,
helps us monitor biodiversity (the variety of species on Earth) and
understand how species are related to each other.
We can classify organisms by identifying important attributes or traits,
like physical features (for example, feathers on birds) or behaviours
(for example, bird mating dances). We can then use those attributes to
choose the best ways to group different organisms.
Below are just two ways scientists organize living things: phylogenetic
trees and dichotomous keys. Take a look at how starflowers, swordfish,
alligators, grasshoppers, and cardinals can be classified by observing
their attributes. What do these animals have in common? What is
different about them? Which system would you rather use? Would you
choose different attributes to classify this set of animals?
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This phylogenetic tree groups organisms based on their attributes
and common ancestors, much like we use our own family trees. Each
red dot represents a common ancestor of the organisms that evolved
later. Each green box describes an attribute that is present in all the
organisms that come after it (to the right). For example, the alligator
can’t make its own food and has legs, but does not have wings and is
not warm-blooded.
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START
Does this organism
make its own food?
YES

NO
Does it have legs?

It is the
Starflower!
YES

NO

Does it have wings?
It is the Swordfish!
NO

YES

Does it have feathers?

YES
It is the
Cardinal!

It is the Alligator!

NO
It is the Grasshopper!

In this dichotomous key, organisms are grouped by a series of choices
to describe the organism’s attributes. This key is in the form of a flowchart that begins with the question “Does this organism make its own
food?” You could represent this key as a different type of chart, as long
as you are making a choice between two options at each step along the
way.
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How else can you classify animals?
We can divide animals into two groupings based on one major
characteristic: vertebrates – animals that have a backbone, and
invertebrates – animals that do not have a backbone.
Which grouping are you in? Humans have a skeleton inside our bodies
that is very strong and has a backbone, so we are vertebrates! Our
skeleton is made of bone that grows as we grow so it can help support
our muscles and protect our organs. Other groupings of animals, like
arthropods (a grouping that includes animals like lobsters, crabs, and
insects), have no backbone at all.
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Instead, arthropods have an external skeleton, or exoskeleton – often called its
shell – that they moult (shed) when they outgrow it. This process is why the moult
of a lobster looks just like a live lobster but is not alive.

Human
Skeleton
Model

Clawdia the
Lobster
Exoskeleton
(Moult)

What other attributes define different animal groupings like mammals,
birds, fish, amphibians, reptiles, and insects?
All arthropods share attributes like exoskeletons, jointed limbs, and
segmented bodies. However, if we look at the mouthparts of different
arthropods, we can begin to sort them into smaller, more specific groupings
based on what they use their mouthparts for.
Have a look at the chart on the next page, to make observations about how
the shape of different arthropod mouthparts perform different functions,
how those mouthparts are adapted to help the animals survive in different
environments, and what those mouthparts allow the animal to eat.
Consider what would happen if all arthropods ate the same things, or if
there was only one type of mouthparts as you are making hypotheses about
how different mouthpart adaptations help an organism to survive. Record
your observations and hypotheses in the chart.
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Type of
Mouthparts:

Mouthparts for
Chewing

Mouthparts for
piercing
or
sucking

Mouthparts for
Syphoning Liquid

Mouthparts for
Sponging up
Liquid

Mouthparts
description:

These
mouthparts
look like pincers
and are good
for holding food
and pushing
food into the
mouth.

These mouthparts
have a long, pointy
piece that is good
for poking into skin
and drawing blood
from other animals.

These mouthparts
have a long, tubelike piece that is
good for drawing
up liquid like in a
straw.

These
mouthparts have
a round end that
releases saliva to
help break down
food before it is
mopped up

Animal
Examples:

Praying Mantis,
Grasshoppers,
Beetles, Wasps,
Caterpillars

Mosquitoes, Tsetse
Flies, Bedbugs

Butterflies, Moths

House Flies, Blow
Flies

How do these
mouthparts
help the
organism
survive?
(What are
they adapted
to do?)
What might
an animal
with these
mouthparts
eat?
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Which mouthparts category would crabs belong in? What about
spiders, scorpions, or ants?
Look carefully at the images of mouthparts below to make
observations about the type of mouthparts, what the animal might eat,
and where the animal might live.
Does it surprise you that many different animals can have the same
type of mouthparts? How do these mouthparts help each animal
survive in its environment?

Can you think of other animal adaptations that help different species
survive?
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How diverse is the life in Nova Scotia? Now it is up to you to see how
many specimens you can classify around you!
Identify the important attributes of different specimens around you to
develop your own classification system. How can you determine where
a specimen belongs in your chart? At first, Western Scientists made
observations and made decisions about classification of living things.
Over time, other evidence like DNA and fossils have helped to support
or refute earlier decisions on how organisms should be classified.
Think about how you, as a scientist, will justify your choices for your
groupings, and what other evidence could be used to help modify your
classification system.
See how many plants and animals you can include in your chart and
share your classification chart with others, like us at the Discovery
Centre!

Materials
•

Classification chart on page 9

•

Any living things you can find like plants, mammals, birds, fish,
amphibians, reptiles, or insects
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Grouping
What kind of
organism is
this specimen?

Example
Grouping:
Plant

Important
Attributes
What things do
the specimens
in this category
have in
common?

Specimens
Add any
examples you
can find or
think of

Example
Specimen:
Oak Tree
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1. Go on a scavenger hunt to find your specimens; try to get a mix of
different types of plants and animals. Make sure to be respectful to
the environment by leaving your specimens where you found them
and by being careful not to disturb them.
2. Make detailed observations about your species in the field notes
section below by taking pictures, sketching your specimens,
detailing how they look, feel, move, and sound. What do you learn
about your specimens by closely observing them?
3. Use your observations to help you identify the most important
attributes of your specimens. What criteria will you use to group
them?
4. Sort your specimens! Where should each specimen go in your
chart? Which specimens should be grouped together? Will you use
one of the classification charts provided, or will you develop your
own method of sorting your specimens?
5. Reflect on your groupings. How can you be sure you grouped your
specimens appropriately? What does it mean when two specimens
have the same attributes? Are there other ways you could group
your specimens? Could you represent your chart in a different way,
such as a phylogenetic tree?
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6. Share your groupings with others, like us at the Discovery Centre,
to explain your classification system. Which grouping had the most
specimens? Why do you think that is? Can you think of any smaller
groupings you could include within your chart?
7. Add another specimen! Find another specimen to add to the
groups in your chart and explain where it should go. Try adding
another local species that you are familiar with, or make
observations about a species that is extinct or from another part of
the world using an internet search, nature videos, or from a book
you have read. Could you include yourself in your chart? Why or
why not?

Things to Consider
•

Don’t want to use the chart examples provided? Make your own! It’s
your classification system so be as creative as you’d like, as long as
you explain your groupings!

•

Recall that Mi'kmaq Ways of Knowing would tell us that even earth
and rocks have spirit and are deeply connected to all living things.
Will you include non-living things in your chart?

•

Consider what attributes might be important but are not visible. For
example, how might you know if a specimen is warm-blooded or
cold-blooded without getting too close to it?

•

What can you learn about a living thing by watching its behaviour
rather than just looking at a picture?
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•

How are your specimens interconnected? What did you notice
about how they interacted in their environment? Try to describe the
relationships between your specimens as well as how they interact
with any non-living parts of their environment.

•

What additional evidence could support your method of
classification?

•

Why do you think there is so much diversity on Earth? Go for a walk
to observe and record as much of the diversity of plants and
animals as possible in your area. Why is biodiversity important?
Consider what might happen if the forest were only composed of
one type of tree, or if it had only one type of bird. What are some
threats to biodiversity and what can you do to help?

•

Can you think of any differences between organisms in the same
species? Think about how ants, bees, or termites have different
attributes depending on what job they carryout in their colonies.

•

How are classification systems useful?

